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PRESS STATEMENT. 
FROM; LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION (MR. DUNSTAN) AND THE ALP CANDIDATE 
FOR GOUGER (MR. HUGHES). 
SUBJECT; KADINA MEETING. 
It would be absurd to consider ariy alternative major port for the 
Yorke Peninsula region when Wallaroo already had a number of 
established facilities, the Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Dunstan) 
said in Kadina last Wednesday. 
Speaking at a meeting in support of the ALP candidate for Gouger 
(Mr. Hughes) he steps should be able to be taken to have Wallaroo 
up-graded. 
"The Premier has said it would cost $20m to convert it into a deepsea 
port. 
"How he arrived at this ridiculous figure no-one knows, but I suspect 
he just pulled it from the air. 
"If he didn't, then I challenge him to produce the report which 
suggested this extremely high figure. 
Mr. Dunstan said a Labor Government would diacuss with local people 
and harbor experts the feasibility of up-grading Wallaroo to a 
deepsea port standard, so it could service larger vessels. 
He claimed the LCL had been extremely vague about rail 
standard i sati on. 
"The ALP would connect Wallaroo not merely to Crystal Brook, but to 
the rest of the northern region 30 it could be supplied by rail 
with fertiliser." 
Mr. Dunstan said an ALP Government would try and help the wheat 
farmer. 
"Labor cannot in the short term solve the present wheat problem, 
but it does believe; further measures could significantly assist 
the wheat farmer. 
"It would investigate the possible advantages of allowing the 
transfer by choice of quotas by individual farmers on an annual 
basis by private negotiation. 
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"This couid allow smaller farmers to change their main unit of 
production economically and larger farmers to operate more 
efficiently j even though the quotas would remain allocated annually 
and the exchange would not affect continuing allocations. 
"Labor would aisci seek information on whether short falls in quotas 
could be added to future quotas and thus enable farmer^ to project 
their average yields without being forced into over production*" 
Mr; Hughes told the meeting he agreed with Mr* Dunstan about port 
facilities at Wallaroo; 
"Since entering Parliament 13 years ago I have fought for this* 
I"If elected"I would continue to press for Wallaroo as SA's next 
super port." 
Mr. Hughes said the present Government was to blame for the 
forcing of an election. 
"Mr. Hall should have been guided by the democratic vote taken 
in Parliament. 
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